Abstract-Downlink/Uplink decoupling (DUDe) in LTE networks has caught the attention of researchers as it provides better uplink SINR and reduced power consumption per device due to decoupled connection of a device with the Macro (in downlink) and a small cell (in uplink). These characteristics of DUDe can be exploited to encourage more D2D communications in the network. This paper first proposes a model to estimate decoupling region within which a device is allowed to perform DUDe. Then, it formulates an equation to calculate the total power saved by devices due to decoupling. Finally, the extra area due to decoupling which can be used to enable D2D pairs is calculated. Simulation results are shown based on different simulation scenarios for different objectives for better understanding the idea proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The contemporary cellular traffic is diverse in nature. It is a combination of downlink traffic such as web browsing and file downloading, symmetric traffic such as social networking and gaming, and uplink traffic such as sensors and M2M traffic. The characteristics of devices generating such traffic is also different. In order to support these manifold traffic along with increasing spectral efficiency, cellular networks are turning to heterogeneous in nature. The heterogeneous cellular networks basically consist of different types of base stations viz. Macro, Pico, Micro and Femto. This infrastructure setup of cellular networks gives its users an option to connect to multiple base stations simultaneously. Association of a device with a base station mostly depends on load on the base station and received SINR (signal to noise and interference ratio) by a device with respect to the base station.
Apart from heterogeneity of cellular networks, different RAN improvement techniques are also being instrumental in enhancing the capacity of cellular networks. Two of these techniques are downlink/uplink decoupling (DUDe) and deviceto-device communication (D2D). In DUDe [1] , a device is downlinkly connected to Macro and uplinkly connected to small cell. The decision of switching the base station by a device is taken based on uplink and downlink SINR of the device with respect to base stations. Figure 1 shows a typical decoupling scenario where device UE1 and UE4 have coupled (both uplink and downlink connections with same base station) connection with Macro and small cell, respectively and UE2 and UE3 have decoupled connection having uplink with small cell and downlink with Macro. A device performs decoupling if it is placed in decoupling region. A decoupling region is the area within the coverage region of a Macro where a device receives better uplink SINR from small cell but better downlink SINR from Macro. In the figure, shaded region represents decoupling region. The main motivation to perform decoupling by a device is, increased uplink SINR and reduced power consumption. D2D [2] basically facilitates communication between devices in proximity. In D2D, control plane between two devices is established via eNodeB but having data communication between devices. Pair of devices having D2D connection is called as D2D pair. In Figure 1 , pairs 1, 2, and 3 are D2D pairs. One of the important factor in enabling D2D between two devices is interference received by the receiver of the D2D pair. If a D2D pair and UE communicating via eNodeB, are assigned same resource blocks (RBs) then they will have to be sufficiently distanced from each other to avoid mutual interference during data transmission.
In this paper, we have leveraged features of decoupling to enable more D2D pairs. Actually, when a device performs decoupling, it uses less transmit power to send its data in comparison to coupled connection. This reduction in power consumption can be used to enable more D2D pairs because interference caused by the decoupling device will be reduced if the D2D pair uses same RBs. Contributions of the paper are: (i) It first proposes a model to estimate the decoupling region. Decoupling region is basically the area with respect to a Macro and a small cell within which decoupling should be enabled.
(ii) We have formulated an equation to calculate the total power saved by a mobile UE due to decoupling during its stay in the decoupling region and also, calculated the saved power by all static devices in the decoupling region by performing decoupling. And, (iii) We calculated the area within which more D2D pairs can be enabled if devices in the decoupling region follows decoupling. In best of our knowledge, this is the first work which utilizes features of decoupling to encourage D2D communication. Hereinafter, we have used DUDe and decoupling interchangeably for downlink/uplink decoupling. In this paper, we have used the words UE and device interchangeably.
Organization of the paper is as follows: Section II discusses works related to current state of the art in decoupling. Section III explains the proposed work. Section IV presents simulation results and their analysis based on the idea proposed in previous section. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we have presented the current state of the art in downlink/uplink decoupling. Paper [1] discusses miscellaneous features of decoupling and shows the advantages of decoupling over coupled connection through simulations. In paper [3] , authors considered a static environment with single Macro cell and single small cell to compare the performance of DUDe with traditional coupled systems. Both non-interference and interference simulation environments are considered in the paper. In paper [4] , authors analyse DL/UL association probabilities in the decoupling environment. They also studied the performance of decoupled access in a dense small cell deployment scenario while maximizing the average received power. They concluded that uplink throughput fairness will be there in case of decoupling. Paper [5] presents an analytical model for a K-tier heterogeneous networks in which uplink SINR and rate coverage with load balancing considered. In paper [6] , authors presents a separate handover scheme for uplink and downlink in the DUDe environment. Apart from this, they analysed uplink SINR in a single Macro and multiple small cells interference scenarios for a mobile device.
III. PROPOSED WORK
This section is divided into three subsections: (i) Estimation of decoupling region, (ii) Analysis of power gain in decoupling scenario and (iii) Enabling D2D pairs through decoupling.
A. Estimation of Decoupling Region
As shown in Figure 1 , green color shaded area shows the decoupling region. For each pair of adjacent base stations, there exists a decoupling region. In the decoupling region, following conditions must be satisfied:
• Uplink SINR received by the small cell with respect to the device should be greater than that of Macro. In other word,
• Downlink SINR received by the device with respect to the Macro should be greater than that of small cell.
If P max is the maximum power with which a device is allowed to transmit, P 0 is the target power which must be received by Macro or small cell, K is the number of resource blocks assigned by the Macro or small cell to the device, α and β are power control factors for Macro and small cell, P TM and P TS are transmit powers of the device with respect to Macro and small cell, P LM and P LS are path losses of the device with respect to Macro and small cell then following equations can be written:
Since, P max is fixed for all devices and if we assume K as one and α = β then the above equations can be written as follows:
If P RM and P RS are the received powers by Macro and small cell then
If we assume that there is one interferer present in the small cell region while the device is communicating with Macro then interference created by this interferer to Macro is given by:
where P LIM is the path loss of the interferer with respect to Macro. Similarly, interference created by interferer, situated at Macro region, while device is communicating with small cell:
where P LIS is the path loss of the interferer with respect to small cell.
Since I M and I S are comparable and very much lesser than P RM and P RS , values of U plinkSIN R M and U plinkSIN R S will mainly depend on P RM and P RS .
If ρ G,M and ρ G,S are the path gains of the device with respect to Macro and small cell, respectively, then P RM and P RS can be written as follows:
where, ρ 0 = 10 P 0 10 Since the path gain depends on distance of the device from base station and d M and d S are distances of the device from Macro and small cell then the above equations can be written as follows:
For Equation 1 to be satisfied, value of P RM must be lesser than P RS . This is possible if following condition is satisfied:
If the co-ordinates of the Macro and the small cell are (X M ,Y M ) and (X S ,Y S ), respectively then any point (x,y) which satisfies above equation can be written as follows:
After simplifying, we can write
Area under the curve denoted by the above equation is the region where Equation 1 will be satisfied. In case of Equation 2, in order to keep it simple, assume that only Macro and single small cell is there and the value of noise factor N O is zero then after putting the equations of downlink SINR of the device with respect to the Macro and the small cell and after simplification, it can be written that
where K is a constant and its value is always greater than 1. After simplifying the above equation in terms of (x,y), (X M ,Y M ) and (X S ,Y S ), it can be written as follow:
Area under the curves denoted by Equations 6 and 7 is the decoupling area or region with respect to the Macro and the small cell.
B. Analysis of Power Save in Decoupling Scenario
As discussed in Section I, in decoupling region, devices are associated with small cell for UL transmission and with Macro for DL transmission.
From Equations 3 and 4, we can write the following equations:
From Equations 8 and 9, it can be written that:
Since, in decoupling region
From Equations 8, 9 and 10, we can say that power saved by an UE due to decoupling if UL transmission takes place in decoupling region will be ∆P S where
Let, Macro and small cell are located on a straight line and a device is moving with constant velocity v from Macro region to small cell region via decoupling region following the same straight line. Distances of the device from the Macro and small cell are d M and d S , respectively at the decoupling point (point located at the boundary of the decoupling region) (d M ,d S ) lying on the same straight line. If the UE transmits in each t seconds and there are n number of transmissions performed by the UE in its stay in the decoupling region and if its first transmission occurs at the decoupling point (d M ,d S ) then total power saved by the device because of having a decoupled connection in the decoupling region will be:
where, P TM,i is the transmit power of the device on its i th transmission to the Macro. P TM,i can be written as follows:
If there are m number of static devices located in the decoupling region having one time UL transmission and location of j th device with respect to Macro and small cell is (d Mj ,d Sj ) then total power saved by the total number of devices can be written as follows:
where P (T,M)j is the transmit power of the j th device with respect to Macro.
C. Enabling D2D Through Decoupling
While enabling D2D pairs, one of the important factor to be considered is interference from nearby devices (due to their transmit powers) using same resource blocks. If interference received by the receiver participating in D2D is below a threshold then D2D link can be enabled otherwise not. Decoupling can be helpful in enabling more D2D pairs in decoupling region. As clear from Equation 11, the transmit power of a device can be reduced by following decoupling. This power reduction will cause reduction in interference received by devices planning for D2D and may enable them to perform D2D if interference goes below the threshold.
As shown in Figure 2 , the outer boundary shows the decoupling region in which the device A is performing decoupling. The boundary with radius a (denoted by IN Z a ) and the boundary with radius b (denoted by IN Z b ) show the interference zones of device A when it was uplinkly attached with Macro and small cell, respectively. Here, the interference zone is meant by the area within which no D2D pair can be enabled due to interference caused by the power emitted by device A. Devices B and C want to become a D2D pair but due to lying in IN Z a , they are unable to form the D2D pair. But, due to decoupling, when device A connects with small cell in uplink, its interference zone changes to IN Z b thereby devices B and C become eligible forming D2D pair. If λ is the interference threshold (if desired D2D pairs receive interference more than this value then D2D can not be enabled), P TM and P TS are transmit powers of the device A with respect to Macro and small cell, then:
where P La is the path-loss of device A at distance a when it is transmitting to Macro. Similarly,
where P L b is the path-loss of device A at distance b when it is transmitting to small cell after decoupling. From Equations 8, 9, 16, and 17, we can conclude:
As clear from Equation 18, the area of IN Z b will be lesser than IN Z a . Hence, excess area (∆A) which can be used to enable more D2D pairs will be:
Let, there are D number of devices communicating in the decoupling region. Let, for the i th device, interference zones with respect to Macro and small cell are IN Z ai and IN Z bi , respectively where a i and b i are corresponding radii of interference zones. If we assume that interference zones of any two devices will never overlap and a D2D pair is under the interference of single decoupling device then total excess area (∆A T ) which can be used to enable more D2D pairs will be:
where,
In the best case, if average number of D2D pairs per unit area can be enabled is R then total number of extra D2D pairs can be enabled if devices perform decoupling in decoupling region is R∆A T .
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section is divided into three subsections. Subsections show results related to issues discussed in Section III and follow the same order of presentation. Results in all the subsections are taken in the scenario of single Macro and single small cell. We have used MATLAB for simulations.
A. Time Spent in Decoupling Region
Here, we have shown and compared the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of decoupling time of devices in different mobility scenarios. Decoupling time is the time spent by a device in the decoupling region as calculated from Equations 6 and 7. Table I gives details of simulation parameters considered for the mobility model. Figure 4 shows CDFs of time spent in the decoupling region by the devices. In Figure 4 , mean velocities are 20, 30, and 50 Kmph and 100 devices are associated with each velocity. Here, we can find that the time spent in the decoupling region is of the order of tens of second. In the figure, we can observe that as velocity of a device increases, its decoupling time decreases. Figure 5 shows the scenario considered for simulation. The device moves from point 'A' to point 'D' and it has coupled connection with the Macro at point 'A', i.e., device is connected with Macro in both UL and DL. 'B' is the decoupling point for the device with respect to the small cell, i.e., device enters into the decoupling region at point 'B'. In the decoupling region, device will be connected to Macro in DL and with small cell in UL. At point 'C' device enters into the small cell region, hence, device will be connected to small cell in both DL and UL. As per the theoretical basis, in case of coupled connection, uplink SINR or spectral efficiency will keep decreasing from point 'B' to point 'C' and then increases from 'C' to 'D' while in case of decoupled connection uplink SINR will remain increasing from point 'B' to 'D'. Table II shows simulation parameters considered for the results in this subsection. Figure 6 shows spectral efficiency of the device moving from point 'A' to 'D' with the speed of 60Kmph in both coupled and decoupled scenarios. Here, we can see that device's spectral efficiency starts increasing after point 'B' in decoupled scenario but for coupled scenario, the spectral efficiency decreases upto point 'C' and then increases. A1  A2  A3  A4  A5  A6  A7   D1  D2  D3  D5  D6  D7  D4   C1  C2  C3  C4  C5  C6  C7   B1  B2  B3  B4  B5  B6 location which is point 'A' in the Figure 6 . Similarly, B 1 to B 7 , C 1 to C 7 , and D 1 to D 7 represents points 'B', 'C', and 'D', respectively. In the figure, we can observe that as speed of the device increases, rate of decrement of spectral efficiency increases for coupled connection while rate of increment of spectral efficiency increases for decoupled connection. This happens because as the speed of the device increases, path loss in coupled connection (i.e., device and the Macro) increases and path loss in decoupled connection decreases with faster rate. Figure 8 shows power consumed by a device to achieve uplink SINR of 0 dBm in both coupled and decoupled scenarios. Power consumption of the device increases as it moves away from the Macro but starts decreasing as it crosses the decoupling point 'B' in case of decoupling but continues to decrease in coupled scenario. After crossing point 'C', power consumption of the device starts decreasing in both scenarios.
B. Comparison of SINR and Power Consumption in Coupled and Decoupled Scenarios

C. D2D and Decoupling
In this subsection, we show through simulations that how decoupling can play role in enabling more D2D pairs. Table III presents the parameter values considered for simulations.
We have compared the interference zones of a decoupling device for different values of interference thresholds of D2D pairs. As discussed in Section III-C, interference zone of a decoupling device is the area within which no D2D pair can be enabled due to interference caused by the decoupling device. Interference threshold of a D2D pair defines the interference tolerance capacity of the receiver of the D2D pair.
Figures 9 and 10 show the interference zones of a decoupling device in case of both coupling and decoupling when the interference thresholds to enable a D2D pair are considered as 90 and 95 dBm, respectively. Legends 'C' and 'DC' are abbreviations of coupled and decoupled scenarios, respectively. These figures show that interference zones of a decoupling device is always smaller in case of decoupling, thereby, more D2D pairs can be enabled. In Figure 9 , the decoupling device is placed farther from the small cell while in Figure 10 , it is placed nearer to the small cell. In case of decoupling, distance of decoupling device from the small cell decides the area of corresponding interference zones. Nearer the decoupling device from the small cell, smaller is the interference zone. From Figures 9 and 10 , we can conclude 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The key features of downlink/uplink decoupling are improved uplink SINR and reduced uplink power. In this paper, these features are theoretically modeled and further analysed through simulations. Apart from this, we have used the power saving attribute of decoupling in interference minimization thereby enabling more D2D pairs. Decoupling devices nearer to small cell have smaller interference zone and hence, able to activate more D2D pairs.
